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NEW QUESTION: 1
How is the FOR statement distinct from other conditional
statements?
A. FOR statements have a terminating condition clause.
B. FOR statements are evaluated before each iteration of the
loop.
C. FOR statements are used to iterate over rows in a defined
read-only result set.
D. FOR statements are evaluated at the completion of each
iteration of the loop.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a blog web page that is being optimized for
accessibility. The page includes the following HTML.
The heading tags represent a blog post title, a blog post
subtitle, and the author's name.

You need to ensure that the three headings are treated as a
unit but retain their individual formatting.
Which tags should you use to wrap the H1, H2, and H3 elements?
A. &lt;headings&gt; &lt;/headings&gt;
B. &lt;header&gt; &lt;/header&gt;
C. &lt;hgroup&gt; &lt;/hgroup&gt;
D. &lt;group&gt; &lt;/group&gt;
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ava is working on an XPage with multiple data sources which are
document1, document2, view1, and view2. The XPage needs a new
custom control that needs access to data source view1 from the
XPage.
Which is the correct way to pass the data source object handle
"view1" from the XPage to the custom control?
A. In the Resources tab section in Properties tab, create a
Data source and select the form that view1 is using in the
XPage.
B. Click the Computed Property icon and type in ?Click the
Computed Property icon and type in
getComponent('view1').getValue();?
C. Click the Computed Property icon and type in eturn
currentView;?eturn currentView;?
D. Click the Computed Property icon and type in ?Click the
Computed Property icon and type in return view1;?
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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